TEMPT ME
Elena Montagud
A story full of passion, romance, literary quotes, music and
sex that revolves around an erotic triangle,

Synopsis
Sara is a young graduate, a very responsible, nervous and shy woman. She has only had one
love interest in all her life and she is not interested in men right now, but her life takes a 180
degree turn when she meets Abel.
Abel is a cultivated, intelligent man, who knows when to speak and when to listen. He is
tough but loving at the same time. A mysterious and warm man, who sometimes shows his
cold side and other times acts lovingly, but when he loves, he gives everything, and that is a
great point in his favor.
The flames of an overwhelming passion will burn until their souls will melt and that will lead
them to torrid encounters, in which Sara will discover all the pleasures of sex. But Abel is also
a man haunted by his past, that is the reason why Sara will have to face the ghosts of her
lover’s past and the women who have shared a bed with the irresistible photographer.
Sara will take her first steps in the world of fashion and discover how wonderful and difficult
it can be at the same time. Who said the world of photography could be easy?
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This is an erotic novel written in a fluid and straightforward style that grabs the reader’s attention from the first page and has all it takes to be a success: real and believable characters,
and beautiful, dramatic and funny stories, where kisses, caresses and whispers intersperse
with intense erotic scenes in which a passionate love triangle will be involved.
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Elena Montagud (Valencia, 1986) is a philologist and writer. She has
been nominated as finalist in several literary awards (Círculo Rojo, Ovelles
Elèctriques) and has won some of them. She has also published stories in
several anthologies as Legendarium and Fantasmagoria.
In 2013 she published her first solo work, Donna Angelica vs. Donna
Diavola, an anthology of fantasy and horror stories. Currently, she is preparing other erotic titles.
You can follow her on twitter: @ElenaMontagud and on www.facebook.
com/elena.montagud
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Sales pitch
-This novel has a quick pace and straightforward style that grabs the reader’s attention.
-This is not a run of the mill erotic novel. It has well-defined characters with rich personalities
and the narrative shows us the different points of view of each one; besides, everyone of
them has a past that will be revealed through the story and we will know their fears, hopes,
etc. There are no flat characters in this book.
-The novel contains a list of songs on Spotify that works as the soundtrack of the book. It
includes the songs the characters listen and sing throughout the story.
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-The book has a very literary style. Its descriptions are elegant, visual and full of sensuality.
This novel makes the readers sympathize with the characters and takes them to a very special
and sensory universe
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-The story is told in first person and present tense, this way the reader can identify very easily
with the characters and fully immerse in the plot from the first page.
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